
BEST PRACTICES 
 

Excellence in Sports Holding on steadfastly to the revered culture of high class 
performance and achievements in the sphere of sports the college came together as a 
living example of fighting challenges in the era of pandemic in an undiminishable effort 
to keep the sporting torch alight. While maintaining strictest adherence to COVID-19 
protocols the athletes with all the support and backing of the College Sports department 
trained under tough circumstances and bagged Championship trophies in Football(men), 
Table-Tennis(men), Weight-lifting and Power-lifting(men) as also Handball(men) with a 
winning trophy for women in Chess in the inter-college tournaments held by the Cluster 
University of Jammu. The same standard was upheld in the Sports Festival 2020 
organized under the auspices of the Higher Education Department JK with Championship 
medals in Football, Hockey, Tug of War, Table-Tennis and Runner- up in Badminton 
(men). The simultaneous and successful double whammy under two different organizing 
agencies catapulted the College’s sports reputation to soaring heights. Raising the bar all 
the time the College hit International success in the form of Arya Chadha, a student of 
B.Com Semester III who participated in International Handball Tournament (Inter-zonal 
Urban games) organized by World Games Urban Fedration held at Pokhra Nepal from 
15th to 17th of Sept. 2019 as the Indian team came out winners with the Gold Medal. 
Ishan Khanna, a B.Com Semester VI student contributed by taking it to the next level 
with participation in the prestigious Santosh Trophy, the highest National Level Platform 
in competitive Football held at Utrakhand in the session 2019-20. Practice 2: Placement 
of students The College understood the need of making students feel financially secure 
during such uncertain times which COVID-19 brought in its wake. This sense of giving 
comfort of jobs brought the college to closely study areas and channels which could help 
them. At that time the Ministry of Labour and Employment was offering training to 
SC/ST and lower income youth for employability free of cost. Manodarpan - Psychology 
Placement Committee after a series of deliberations with Tata Consultancy Services 
(TCS) requested them to widen their approach of training so that maximum students get 
the benefit during such trying times of COVID-19. 
With the result TCS brought in student ratio to 60 : 40. This online training of 60 days 
brought with it a sense of worth among the students who felt that they were mostly 
wasting their time sitting at home worrying about their future. The College opened up 
this scheme to other colleges also. Two batches of 50 each were made where students 
from other colleges of Jammu and Kashmir also enrolled . Around 70 students of our 
college became part of this programme The impact of that training resulted in one student 
securing internship with TCS and a job in future with TATA group, while 10 students are 
working with external (private) employers and 8 students are going through the 
recruitment process with multiple round of interviews. 


